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Details: In the referenced communication, dated 11/09/2001, the Director of the FBI delegated the authority to certify NSLs to the following officials: (1) the Deputy Director; (2) The Assistant Directors (ADs) and all Deputy Assistant Directors (DADs) of the Counterterrorism Division (CTD) and the National Security Division (NSD); (3) the General Counsel and the Deputy General Counsel for National Security Affairs (DGC), Office of the General Counsel (OGC); (4) the Assistant Director in Charge (ADIC), and all Special Agents in Charge (SACs), of the New York, Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles field divisions; and (5) the SACs in all other field divisions. The purpose of this electronic communication is to provide comprehensive guidance on the preparation, approval, and service of NSLs.

1. Introduction to National Security Letters

NSLs are administrative subpoenas that can be used to obtain several types of records. There are three types of NSLs. First, pursuant to the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA), 18 U.S.C. § 2709, the FBI can issue NSLs for: (1) telephone subscriber information (limited to name, address, and length of service); (2) telephone local and long distance toll billing records; and (3) electronic communication transactional records. Second, pursuant to the Right to Financial Privacy Act (RFPA), 12 U.S.C. § 3414(a)(5), the FBI can issue NSLs to obtain financial records from banks and other financial institutions. Finally, pursuant to the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), 15 U.S.C. § 1681u, the FBI can issue NSLs to obtain consumer identifying information and the identity of financial institutions from credit bureaus.

NSLs are tools available in investigations conducted under the Attorney General Guidelines for FBI Foreign Intelligence Collection and Foreign Counterintelligence Investigations (FCIG). The FCIG currently provide that an NSL can be issued during the course of a full international terrorism or foreign counterintelligence investigation. **NSLs cannot be used in criminal investigations unrelated to international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities.** Given the new statutory language, the OGC and DOJ have taken the position that NSLs also may be authorized in foreign counterintelligence (FCI) and international terrorism (IT) preliminary inquiries (PIs), with prior coordination through the relevant NSD or CTD unit at FBIHQ. This position is based on the conclusion that all investigations authorized under the FCIG, including PIs, are to "protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities," as required by the NSL statutory authorities. At present, however, issuing an NSL in the context of a PI will require a
waiver or modification of the FCIG. Obtaining such a waiver currently is possible only in international terrorism cases. The FCIG are being revised, but this revision may take some time. Thus, whenever the information sought is relevant to an established full investigation, the field likely will find it more efficient to issue an NSL out of the related full investigation than to request one in a PI.

2. General Policy on the Use of NSL Authority

NSLs are powerful investigative tools, in that they can compel the production of substantial amounts of relevant information. However, they must be used judiciously. The USA PATRIOT Act greatly broadened the FBI's authority to gather this information. However, the provisions of the Act relating to NSLs are subject to a "sunset" provision that calls for the expiration of those provisions in four years. In deciding whether or not to re-authorize the broadened authority, Congress certainly will examine the manner in which the FBI exercised it. Executive Order 12333 and the FCIG require that the FBI accomplish its investigations through the "least intrusive" means. Supervisors should keep this in mind when deciding whether or not a particular use of NSL authority is appropriate. The greater availability of NSLs does not mean that they should be used in every case.

In addition, the removal of any requirement for FBIHQ coordination in the issuing of NSLs creates the possibility of duplicate requests for the same information by different field offices. Field offices must take steps to avoid this. In particular, the field should check FBI databases (ACS, Telephone Application, etc.) and open sources to see if the information sought has already been obtained by the FBI or whether it is publically available. This is particularly important when considering issuing NSLs for telephone or electronic communications data under the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA). Unlike the criminal authorities in ECPA, the NSL authority does not require the government to reimburse carriers or Internet Service Providers (ISPs) for the cost of producing the requested information. A dramatic increase in duplicate NSLs will only augment existing pressure to require governmental reimbursement.

Individual field offices have the responsibility for establishing and enforcing an appropriate review and approval process for the use of NSL authorities.
3. The Mechanics of Producing NSLS

For all types of NSLS, the issuing office needs to prepare two documents: (1) the NSL itself; and (2) an EC approving the NSL and documenting the predication. Model NSLS and ECs for all variations of the three types of NSLS are included as attachments to this communication. These materials will also be placed on the NSL Intranet Website and will be distributed by GroupWise e-mail. Once the initial implementation of these new authorities is accomplished, NSLU will work to develop a macro or form to further streamline the NSL process.

A. The NSL

There are presently seven variations of the three NSL types: 1) subscriber information; 2) toll billing records; 3) electronic subscriber information; 4) electronic communication transactional records; 5) financial records; 6) identity of financial institutions; and 7) consumer identifying information. This section will discuss the features that these variations share in common and highlight the differences.

All NSLS must be addressed to an appropriate company point of contact. NSLU will place a list of known points of contact on its intranet website. However, the responsibility for ensuring that the company point of contact is up to date belongs to the drafting field division. Field divisions should advise NSLU of any new points of contact, or when a particular point of contact is no longer valid. Please note that the company point of contact address does not include a zip code, because NSLS must be hand-delivered.

The first paragraph of every NSL provides the appropriate statutory authority for the request, identifies the types of records requested, and provides available identifying information so that the company can process the NSL request. It is this first paragraph that contains the differences that warrant the seven NSL varieties.

Subscriber and electronic subscriber NSLS should have a specific date for each of the phone numbers/e-mail addresses requested. Typically, the specific date is going to be the date that the phone number or e-mail address was used in communication with the subject of the investigation. Any phone numbers identified in a subscriber request should contain all ten digits of the phone number, including the area code.

Toll billing record and electronic communication transactional record requests should have a range of dates for
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each of the phone numbers/e-mail addresses requested. The date range may be from inception to present, or some other specified date range relevant to the investigation. Any phone numbers identified in a toll billing record request should contain all ten digits of the phone number, including the area code.

Financial record requests should include all available identifying information to facilitate the financial institution's records search. Typically, such identifying information includes: name, account numbers, social security number, and date of birth. The time period for financial record requests is typically from inception of account(s) to present, although a more specific date range may be used.

Credit record requests are similar to financial requests in that they should include available identifying information to facilitate the credit agency's records search. Typically, such identifying information includes: name, social security number, and date of birth. There is no need to specify a date range for credit record requests because these requests seek all records where the consumer maintains or has maintained an account.

The second paragraph of every NSL contains the statutorily required certification language. The certification language is virtually identical for every NSL. However, please note that the certification language used in the financial records NSLs is slightly different than the others in that it states "the records are sought for foreign counterintelligence purposes . . . ." Financial records also contain an additional certification that the FBI has complied with all applicable provisions of the RFFA. Use of the model NSLs will ensure that the proper certifications are made.

The next paragraph contains an admonition for the phone company, ISP, financial institution, or credit agency receiving the NSL. The paragraph warns that no officer, employee, or agent of the company may disclose that the FBI has sought or obtained access to the requested information or records.

The last substantive paragraph instructs the company point of contact to provide the records personally to a representative of the delivering field division. It also states that any questions should be directed to the delivering field division. This last paragraph requires the person preparing the NSL to input the appropriate delivering field division in two places.

The model NSLs for financial records and electronic communication transactional records each have a separate attachment. These attachments provide examples of information
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which the company might consider to be financial or electronic communication transactional records.

Finally, the NSL is an unclassified document because it does not detail the specific relevance of the requested records to an authorized FBI investigation. There is no need to classify the NSL when attaching it to the cover EC.

B. The Cover EC

The Cover EC serves four essential functions in the NSL process: (1) it documents the predication for the NSL by recording why the information sought is relevant to an investigation; (2) it documents the approval of the NSL by relevant supervisors and the legal review of the document; (3) it contains the information needed to fulfill the Congressional reporting requirements for each type of NSL; and (4) it transmits the NSL to the requesting squad or delivering field division for delivery to the appropriate telecommunications carrier, ISP, financial institution, or credit agency. There are four varieties of model ECs provided with this communication: (1) subscriber/electronic subscriber information; (2) toll billing/electronic communication transactional records; (3) financial records; and (4) credit information. When preparing an NSL request, the field should use one of these model ECs, giving special consideration to the elements discussed in this section.

1) Field Descriptors

This section will generally explain how most of the EC field descriptors should be completed. The "Precedence" descriptor will typically be "ROUTINE." The "Date" descriptor should reflect the date the NSL and the EC were approved. The "To" descriptor will always include "General Counsel" and the requesting squad's field division. It may also include the name of the delivering field division (always Los Angeles in the case of FCRA NSLS) and the office of origin, if applicable. The "Attn" descriptor should include the name of the Chief, NSLU, and the squad supervisors and case agents from the requesting squad, delivering field division, and office of origin, if applicable and if known. The credit model EC identifies the FBI personnel working on Squad 4, Santa Ana RA, who are currently responsible for the service of FCRA NSLS. The "From" descriptor should identify the certifying official's field division, and include the title of the certifying official. The "Contact" descriptor should reflect the name and phone number of the requesting squad case agent. The "Drafted By" descriptor should reflect the name of the person who prepared the NSL package. The "Case ID #" descriptor must contain the case file number relevant to the
request, and the case file numbers indicated in the model EC. The "Title" descriptor should list the subject's name, any known aliases, whether the investigation is an FCI or IT investigation directed at a particular foreign power, and identify the office of origin, e.g., WILLIAM BADGUY, AKA BILL BADGUY, FCI-IRAQ, OO: NEW YORK. The "Synopsis" descriptor should use the standard boilerplate contained in the appropriate model EC. The "Derived From" descriptor should be "G-3" in bold typeface. The "Declassify On" descriptor should be "XI" in bold typeface. The "Full Investigation Instituted" descriptor should contain the date the full FCI or IT investigation was opened on the subject and indicate whether the subject is a U.S. person. Please note that the word "Field" has been deleted from the field descriptor contained in the standard EC macro. In the unlikely event that an NSL is issued during a PI with prior FBIHQ approval, the field descriptor should be edited to state "Preliminary Inquiry Instituted." The remaining descriptors can be filled in according to the model EC being used.

2) Predication and Relevance

The USA PATRIOT Act has greatly simplified the NSL process. The FBI official authorizing the issuance of an NSL is no longer required to certify that there are specific and articulable facts giving reason to believe that the information sought pertains to a foreign power, or an agent of a foreign power. NSLS may now be issued upon a certification of relevance to an authorized investigation to protect against international terrorism or clandestine intelligence activities.

Accordingly, the first paragraph in the "Details" section of the EC should contain the predication for the full investigation and identify the relevance of the requested records to the investigation. Both the predication and relevance should be stated clearly and concisely. The predication should track with the predicates contained in FCIG, Section III.C.1. For example, the predication might state, "A full foreign counterintelligence investigation of subject, a Non-U.S. person, was authorized in accordance with the Attorney General Guidelines because he may be a suspected intelligence officer for the Government of Iraq." Another example might state, "A full international terrorism investigation of subject, a U.S. person, was authorized in accordance with the Attorney General Guidelines because he may be engaged in international terrorism activities by raising funds for HAMAS."

The relevance requirement ties the requested records to the appropriate full investigation. For example, relevance could be established by stating, "This subscriber information is being
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requested to determine the individuals or entities that the subject has been in contact with during the past six months." Another example might state, "The subject's financial records are being requested to determine his involvement in possible HAMAS fund raising activities."

3) Approval

The second paragraph in the "Details" section and the "Approved By" descriptor field of the EC should reflect the level of the official approving the issuance of the EC and signing the NSL's certification. Prior to certification, every NSL and cover EC issued by the field division should be reviewed by the squad supervisor, the Office of the Chief Division Counsel, and the ASAC. Lawyers reviewing NSL packages should use the checklists provided with this communication to ensure legal sufficiency. The last step in the approval process occurs when the certifying official (Deputy Director, ADs, General Counsel, ADICs, DADs, DGC, or SACs) personally signs the NSL and initials the EC. Certifying officials may not further delegate signature authority.

4) Reporting Requirements

NSLU will continue to prepare the mandatory reports to Congress required for each NSL type. To ensure that NSLU receives sufficient information to prepare these reports, it is critical that the person preparing the NSL package follow the NSL and EC models very carefully. The second lead in every model EC requests NSLU to "record the appropriate information needed to fulfill the Congressional reporting requirements for NSLs." NSLU will be able to compile the reporting data provided that the cover EC includes the case file number, the subject's U.S. person status, the type of NSL issued, and the number of phone numbers, e-mail addresses, account numbers, or individual records being requested in the NSL. Once NSLU has entered this reporting data into its NSL database, it will clear the lead set in the cover EC.

5) Transmittal

Often, the squad requesting the NSL will be able to hand-carry the NSL locally to the appropriate company point of contact. However, in many situations, the field division drafting the NSL will have to get it delivered by another field division. In these situations, the drafting division should attempt to identify the squad and personnel at the delivering field division who will be responsible for delivering the NSL. In the event that the office of origin is different than either
the drafting division or delivering division, the person drafting
the NSL package should ensure that the case agent from the office
of origin receives a copy of the package. The first lead in the
model ECs should direct the requesting squad or delivering field
division to deliver the attached NSL. If the delivering division
is different than the drafting division or the office of origin,
then this first lead should also request the delivering division
to submit the results to the drafting division and/or the office
of origin.

4. NSL Preparation Assistance

Some field divisions may, for a variety of reasons, opt not
to exercise their delegated authority to issue NSLs. Other field
divisions may exceed their capacity to issue NSLs and seek
assistance in handling the overflow. NSLU will continue to
process any NSL request that it receives. Field divisions should
send their requests directly to NSLU, with information copies to
the FBIHQ substantive unit. Such requests must contain all the
information identified in this communication as necessary to
prepare the NSL package. NSLU anticipates that it will be able
to process such requests within one to three business days.

Any questions regarding this communication may be directed
to NSLU, OGC, at
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